A complete dialogue system within the task domain of making an appointment is presented. It is based on a semantic network repre"tion of linguistic knowledge and a word recognition system that communicates with the interpretation component bidirectionally. System robustness is achieved using a special meta-KOXC that evaluates the advance of the linguistic intapretation.
INTRODUCTION
The task of dialogue systems is to take over the pan of one dialogue participant. Typical applications are database inquiry systems, e.g. P, 61. Within the VERBMOBIL. project, however, a system for the automatic translation of dialogues resmcted to the domain of appointment scheduling is being developed. In order to be able to investigate aspects of speech understanding and dialogue management more easily we simplified the scenario of two humans communicating via a translation device to one human communicating with an automafed appointment scheduling system. Our scenario can be described as follows: the user wants to visit someone e.g. a lawyer, When phoning the lawyer's office he gets COMCCE~ to the automatic date-placing-system. Figure 1 shows an example for such a dialogue. Let us consider some characteristics of the dialogue. At first the system asks for a g e n d proposal without giving insauctions to the user. Thus he is not restricted in formulating his answer. The utterance is analysed and the cxlracted time-proposal is compared with the internal calendar. Because the day is not completely reserved, the system confirms the pposed day and asks for a detailed t i m e . The following utterance Cat three in the afternoon") can only be understood correctly in the dialogue context, because the user gives only the new information but does not repeat the day discussed so far. This behaviour is typical for human dialogues. Thus one of the main (and most complicated) tasks of the dialogue-component of our system is the time-merging. Finally the system confinns the now precise proposal and expects a confirmation of the user before it finishes the dialogue. ' In our system we represent the necessary knowledge in five levels of abstraction.
The word hypothesis level establishes the traditional interface to the word recognizer. Word hypotheses of the recognizer are represented in an instance on this level. On the pragmatic level the semantic descriptions are applied to the specific domain. Thus e.g. the knowledge stored in the semantic verb frame of the verb fo ruke is now restricted. The according pragmatic intention models the pragmatic verb frame of a proposal for an appointment ("Let's take Wednesday"). All other meanings of take are no longer considered. F d y the dialogue level manages the strategy of the session and realizes the dialogue memory. We want to focus on two aspects of this tasks.
On the
The first one is concemed with the dialogue strategy. Every utterance of the user is labelled with one of the categories proposal, CORj i~~r i o~, or refurnl. In figure 1 the first and second utterances are proposals whereas the third one forms a confirmation. A more complicated situation is given in figure 2. Here the user takes back his first proposal by refusing the system confirmation. At the current state of the system this utterance is classified as a (new) proposal although it contains also a refusal.
After the determination of the utterance type the adequate system reaction must be selected. We modelled four possible system reactions: final confirmation, partial confirmation, refusal, and repetition. A final confvmation (e.g. last system output in Fig. l) w i l l only happen if the gained information about the time of the appointment is precise enough und if the time is labelled as free in the calendar of the system und if the preceding utterance was a confirmation. Thus it is sure that finally the time stored in the dialogue memory is really the time intended by the user. If the proposed time would be adquate for an appointment but a final confirmation is not possible, the system reaction will be a partial confirmation that includes -if necessary -a request for more information (e.g. second and third system output in Fig. 1) . A refusal will be given, if the uttered time is already reserved (e.g. third system output in Fig. 2) . The system will repeat its last reaction if there is no other possibility, e.g. the interpretation of the utterance was completely unsuccessful (e.g. first system output in Fig. 2 ). 1 
I Figure 3: Example for the time-merging
The second aspect we want to look at is concemed with the dialogue memory that stores the relevant information given by the user. Only on the dialogue level it is possible to merge an actual time proposal with former ones. In the second utterance of figure 3 the timedescription "two hours late? can only be analysed correctly within the dialogue context. "two hours later" builds up an instance on the syntactic level. Figure 4 shows the structure ref-rime computed on this level and the later merging with the so far actual dialogue time dia-nine. 
INTEGRATEDCONTROL
We use an integrated control strategy for both recognition and understanding [2] that tries to overcome many of the disadvantages of traditional loosely coupled systems. It makes use of the possibility to process abstract constituents in our word recognizer and pass them back as complex hypotheses.
Before the analysis of an utterance for cutain constituents linguistic language models are created automatically from their semantic network representation. Speech recognition and interpretation then alternate between model driven prediction steps and the verification of the predicted acoustic models by the recognizer. At the beginning of the analysis the set of all constituents allowed to start an utterance are passed to the recognizer as predictions. During the recognition process the corresponding language models are appiied to generate complex constituent hypotheses. These can be mapped to structures of the linguistic interpretation automatically and thus be integrated into possibly competing analysis results easily. Depending on these partial interpretations different sets of constituents can be computed for the following predictions that are processed analogously. This incnmenral control strategy is continued until the end of the utterance is reached.
A severe problem of all kinds of language modelling are portions of an utterance that do not adhere to this model leading to enonemus results. Therefore, a special model for an unknown constituent [4] is part of every prediction set passed to the recognizer. This makes it possible to interpret utterances successfully though possibly only partially that arc not conforming to the language model applied. In this figure the size of a circle represents the score of an search tree node -bigger Circles stand for better scores. The flash symbolises inadmissibility and the question-mark stands for the hypothesis "'unknown word". In figure 5a ) we see the search nee at the crucial point. The A*-algorithm causes the expansion of those nodes who refer to short but better scored parts of the utterance. That means the search concentrates on the section before the problematical pan of the signal as shown in figure 5b ).
SYSTEM ROBUSTNESS
To increase the system robusmess it must be possible to overcome such situations. Therefore we added to the scores mentioned above a special meta-score that evaluates the & m e ofrhe inrerpretntion, where an interpretation is defined as follows: it refers to a non empty signal-area (i.e. results that are only based on hypotheses of unknown word are not taken into consideration), it contains an instance of a pragmatic intention, and all predictions are terminated. We will consider an interpretation better than another one, if it contains more instances, covers more input data, and has a better score.
If the interpretation stagnates (Le. after a fixed number of tree nodes no better interpretation is found), the search tree will be cleaned up and the analysis will continue leaving the so far best interpretation and its successor nodes for further processing but omitting all the parts of the search tree containing less promising results. Figure 5c ) shows the surviving nodes (solid). utterances 77
FIRSTRESULTS
We used a speaker independent word recognizer built with the ISADORA-System [8] which was trained on 5520 utterances of 48 speakers. The first tests were performed by a speaker who was familiar with the system but not involved in training the word recognizer. In this table "complete analysis" means that the infomntion of the utterance (time proposal, refusal or confirmation) was totally ascertained. A "partial analysis" extracts only some of the uttered facts whereas a "wrong analysis" draws a wrong conclusion from the utterance. Finally the row "no analysis" counts the abortions (only one) and repetitions (1 3).
CONCLUSION
We presented a dialogue system for making an appointment. Linguistic knowledge is represented in different levels of abstraction within a homogeneous semantic network system. The word recognizer uses linguistic language models automatically extracted from the knowledge base. System robustntss is achieved using a score that evaluates the quality of the linguistic interpretation. The system processes utterances incrementally and is speaker independent.
Our future work at this system will focus on the time modelling, because up to now not all possible formulations concerned with the time are covered by the model. Especially a model for longer time periods needs to be to developed. Furthermore, utterances containing a negation (e.g. "um zehn Uhr kann ich nicht, aber um zwolf"
(it is not possible at 10 am. but at 12 am.)) are not yet processed satisfactorily.
